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Crystal door wing references (fig. 4)

[A] Square washer
[B] Screw M6 TPS
[C] Threaded panel
[0] Nylon bush for 10 mm crystal
[E] Nylon bush for 12 mm crystal

3.4 Installation and adjustment (fig. 13)
Fix the door wing to the wheel unit by means of screws [J] (fig. 13). The outside wheel ofthe wheel unit shall
not be projected from the door wing.
Adjust the horizontal position ofthe carriage with screws [J]. respecting the measurements shown in figs. figs.
5.6.7,8.9 and 10.
Loosen screws [I<].adjust the vertical position of the wing with screw [M] and set the adjustment with screws [I<].

~ATTENTION: Leave 10 mm in closed position between plate glass windows without gaskets.

3.5 Belttightness (fig. 12)
Tension the belt as follows either if belt tension is not correct or after having replaced the geared motor:

Loosen screws [F] and tighten screw [G] until maximum extension of the spring.
r'\ Loosen the screws that attach the return unit to the box.

Manually pull the entire return unit to the left and attach it to the box.
Unscrew screw [G] until the spring is compressed 20"'22 mm.
Lock the setting with screws [F].

3.6 BIS Tlie rod positions (fig. 11)
BIS 1T right opening (fig. 11a)
BIS 1 Tleftopening (fig. 11b)
BIS 2 T (fig. 11c)

To adjust cable tension. tighten or loosen rods [R] and [S] in equal measure.
Adjust the overlap of the wing as follows:

Bring door wings in closing position.
The external door IT] wing must be in the stop position.
Loosening [R] and pulling IS]' the door wing [U] moves towards [S] (overlap increases).
Loosening [S] and pulling [R]. the door wing [UJmoves towards [R] (overlap decreases).

3.7 Guides at floor installation (fig.14-15)
" For guides at floor use only antifriction materials such as PVC. NYLON. TEFLON. It is preferable that the length

of the guide not be greater than the overlap between the mobile and fixed wing. and that it not enter the passage
space. The guide slide on the floor must be smooth for the entire length of the wing.
(Fig. 14) Guide for framed door supplied by us: reduce as much as necessary.
(Fig. 15) Guide for crystal door supplied by us.

3.8 Installation of locking device (fig. 16-17-18)
Put the wings in closed position.
Attach the locking device to the box.
Center the point of contact between [N] and locking bracket [P], and manually check the correct operation of
the locking device.
Lightly lubricate pin [N] and the slanted part of bracket [Pl.
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4.1 Controls

Control Function Description

1
__ 2

N.O. AUTOMATIC CLOSING The automatic closing function is enabled by a permanent
contact. The selector R6/RK6 and Com2 automatically
selects the automatic closing.

1
__ 3A

N.O. OPENINGSIDEA
It starts the opening operation.1

__ 38
N.O. OPENING SIDE B

1 --4 N.O CLOSING It starts the closing operation.

1 -...,--- 8 N.C. REVERSAJ..SAFETYCO'JTACTReverses movement (re-opens) during closing.

1 -...,--- 9 N.C. STOP It stops any movement. When the rontact 1-9 is open, every
normal and emergency function is excluded. WARNING: When
the contact is closed again, the door will resume the
interrupted manoeuvre.

1 -- 28 N.O. LOCKING EXCLUSION The closed rontact puts off duly the door wing locker. With R61
RK6 and Com2 exclusion takes place automatically in position
_~_and _v_.

RESETCom2 Contact (28 also permits to cancel the operating mode set by
Com2. If Com2 breaks down, and ronsequently the operating
mode of the door beromes impossible to modify, keep rontact
1-28 closed for at least 60 seronds, with Com2 disconnected,
and the electric board will return to the bi-directionaVtolal mode
with DISABLED automatic closure (if 1-2 are not ronnected).

DISABLING Dir In addition, when keeping contact 1-28 closed for at least
60 s after having first disconnected and enabled the Dir, the
electric board returns to the factory-set software settings.

1 --29 N.O. RESET It cancels all acquired data. After 3 s the automation can
proceed with a new acquisition.

XT-- 3A N.O. PARTIALOPENING SIDE A
XT-- 38 N.O. PARTIALOPENING SIDE B It causes a partial opening.

4.2 Output and accessories
Electric Board 94

Output/Access. Value Descri ption
1~+ 24V::: 10.3A(nominal Accessories power supply. Output for powering of ex1ernal accessories.
O~ - 0.5A(peak)

1 ~+ 24V::: 10.1A General Purpose. FUTURE USE.
GP ~ -
BAT 2x12V 12Ah The battery is charged and kept charged only when the electric panel is

powered from the mains; the battery is used as a buffer or in case of power
failure and is cut out after voltage dropping to below 22V for 30 seconds. In
order to charge the battery, connect mains and battery to the electric board
atleast half an hour before powering the installation. To power off the electric
board, cu1off mains and disconnect the batteries. Attention: Always ensure
that the battery is connected to the electric panel.

BL 24V::: 11 A Electric lock device. Output or powering of electric lock device.

COM This allows the connecting of any control devices (TeIR, Com2) or other
Electric Boards for distances shorter than 50 m.

T1fT2 It allows the direct connecting with radar Rer (3N3B) controlled by Com2.

orR Itallows the direct connecting with Dir expanded connecting board.

nITFr. ~ P A_1P1f'!;1_ RI~
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Output/Access. Value/Function Description

OPEN OPENING Allows the application and use of a command-giving board to open the
door (e.g. PasM9R, Lan4S, Lan7S, BixLR2 and Lab9).

SAFETY REVERSALSlIFETY Allows the application and use of a safety board (Cel AS). In order to
<XN1JlCT insert the safety card remove the relative jumper. It has the same function

as control 1-8.

REMOTE Connect any control devices (Computer) or other Electric Boards for
distances longer than 50 m (by means of shielded cable).

COM Connect any control devices (TeIR, Com2) or other Electric Boards for
distances shorter than 50 m to the COM connectors.

ENABLE To set trimmers and dip-switches in the electric board and on the Oir,
press the ENABLE button for 3 seconds. Trimmer and dip-switch settings
made in this way prevail over those made from OMCS and Te12.Attention:
The individual remote selections and/or settings made via OMCS and/or
Tel2 prevail over those made manually in the board and on the Oir.

4.3 Setting and adjustments

4.3.1 Trimmer E.B. 94

R1 Thrust on obstacles. Adjust the thrust on the obstacles before the door reopens and before the door stops
against the obstacle itself (see step 5.11). With heavy doors and/or doors with high friction, a low force
settinQ may cause detection of a non-existent obstacle.

TC Automatic closure time. From 0 to 30 s. It adjusts the time that intervenes between the ceased opening
control and the beginning of the automatic closing.

4.3.2 Trimmer Dir

RF Motor force. Ad'ust the motor force from 60% to 100%.
VA 0 enin seed. Ad'ust the 0 enin seed from 0.3 m/s to 0.8 m/s.
VC Closin seed. Ad'ust the closin seed from 0.3 m/s to 0.8 m/s.
RP Partial opening. Adjusts the passage spaciousness when the control is given between 27-3A (3B). With

the trimmer set to the minimum, the opening is equal to 5% of the normal passage, with the trimmer set to
the maximum the 0 enin is e ual to 90% of the normal assa e.

.3.3 Dip-switch E.B. 94: OFF ON
DIP1- Selection of the movement Right opening for one wing doors and Left opening for one-wing doors.
direction. The direction of opening is working for two-wing doors.
determinated by lookingat the automated
device from the insoection side.
DIP2- FUTURE USE I I

.3.4 Dip-switch Dir OFF ON
DIP1 - Batteries Antipanic operation Continuous operation
DIP2 - Unloaded Batteries Last closino operation Last ooenino ooeration
DIP3 - Lock type Normal lock (Lok) Antipanic lock (LokA)

.3.5 Warning Turn ON Flashing

Led POWER ALARM Power ON. Encoder IActuator failure.

Led SA Safety 1-8 is open I
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4.4. Software settings
It is possible to modify the selling of the electric panel throught a remote control (Personal Computer, remote control
switch):
Functions Factorv settina Software upgrading
Thrust on obstacles TrimmerR1 Independent of trimmer R1, from 0%

to 100 % of thrust.
Automatic closure time TrimmerTC IndependentoftrimrnerTC, fromOto3Os

Openino speed adjustment (1 wing) 0.7 mls adjustable 0.3+0.8 mls
Closino speed adiustment (1 winol 0.5 mls adiustable 0.3+0.8 mls
Force adjustment 90% from 60% to 100%
Partial openina adjustment 50% adjustable 5%+90% of passage way
Type of lock Nonnal Antipanic (only with Computer)
Batteries Continuitv function Antipanic openino
Flat batteries Last closing operation Last opening operation
Attention: The individual remote selections andlor settings made via DMCS andlor Tel2 prevail over those made
manually in the board and on the Dir.

5. START UP with TRIMMER and DIP SWITCH

ATTENTION: Before performing any procedure, make sure that the device is not powered and that the
r-. '" batteries are disconnected.

~The operations regarding point 5.4 are without safety devices.
The trimmer can only be adjusted with gate not moving

5.1 Set Dir DIP1 and 2 to OFF, the E.B. DIP1 and the Dir DIP3 as described in section 4.3.3 and 4.3.4.
5.2 Set R1 and TC on the E.B. and RF, RP, VA and VC on the Dir to the minimum (counterclockwise direction).
5.3 Short circuit the safety devices (1-8) and the stop (1-9).
5.4 Power (mains and batteries). Keep contact 1-28 closed for at least 60 s. Press the ENABLE button for 3 s.

Attention: Upon each turning on the electric board automatically RESETs so as to permit the first opening
and closing to be made at low speed in order to learn the end-of-travel positions (acquisition phase). Check
that door operates properly by sending several open and close commands and adjust with VA and VC the
desired speeds.

5.5 Adjust with R1 the thrust on obstacles (on the E.B.) and the motor force with Dir RF trimmer.
5.6 Remove the jumpers and connect the safety devices (1-8) and the stop (1-9).
5.7 Set out with Dir DIP1 and 2 the working with battery.
5.8 Adjust the automatic closure with TC of E.B. (enabled by command 1-2).
5.9 If desired, set the partial opening time via RP (on the Dir).
5.10 Connect any accessories and check their function.
5.11 If the automated device encounters an obstacle while closing, it detects it and reopens. If it encounters an

obstacle while opening, it detects it and stops. In later maneuvers, the obstacle will be considered a new
r--, stop until it is removed.

6. START-UP by means of the REMOTE CONTROL
Settings and selections can also be made by means of the remote control (Personal Computer and remote
control). See the DMCS and Tel2 manuals for start-up settings.

7. FUNCTION EXAMPLES
(Fig. 19). The automation opens with control 1-3 of the RADAR, it closes automatically with a 1-2 bridge; it carries
out safety with the photocells Cel. With connected and efficient batteries, in case of mains supply interruption, the
automation carries out its nonnal working. With batteries at the limit of charge, the automation carries out the last
closing motion. The switch between 1-9 carries out the nonnal working and with battery ONLY WHEN IT IS CLOSED.
The automation stops when the switch between 1-9 opens and no nonnal or emergency function is carried out.
(Fig. 20) The automation opens with control 1-3 of the RADAR, it closes according to the function chosen on the
selector; it carries out safety with the photocells Cel.
With selector in STOP position every nonnal and emergency working is cut off. By selling the selector to STOP, the
automatic system can be opened and closed using the CHI+R302 keyswitch and activating the "man presenf system.
ATIENTION: Contact 1-8 is independent from R6/RK6.
(Fig. 21). The automation opens with control 1-3 of the RADAR, it closes according to the function chosen on the
selector; it carries out safety with the photocells Cel.
The selector is used both to set the door's operating mode and as a push button panel to control the opening of the
door (with or without code).
WARNING: in order to properly use the Com2 selector, observe the following indications:

It is not necessary to connect the terminals 2, 27 and 28 with Com2 because the corresponding functions are

::t:
l/l:J
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set directly by the selector;
Contact 1-4 may be connected to a push button for a closure control that is independent from the Com2;
Contact 1-8 is independent from Com2. therefore if it is not used it must be shorts circuit;
Contact 1-9 is to be considered in line with the STOP set via the selector; therefore if it is not used it
must be shorts circuit;
Contact 1-29 is independentfrom Com2 and may be used to RESET the board;
Contact 1.28 is not used to disconnect the locking, but to cancel the operating mode set by Com2 and
Dir. If Com2 breaks down, and consequently the operating mode of the door becomes impossible to
modify, keep contact 1-28 closed for at least 60 s with Com2 disconnected and the electric board will
return to the bi.directional/total mode with DISABLED automatic closure (if 1.2 are not connected).
In the case of Dir, when keeping contact 1-28 closed for at least 60 seconds after having first
disconnected and enabled the Dir, the electric board returns to the factory-set software settings.

8. TROUBLE SHOOTING

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSES REMEDY
The door doesn't open, doesn't close, and Selector switch Com2 is broken. Closecootact 1-28 on ,;ectrical pan'; forat least60 s.
doesn't perform programmed functions Attention: This operation may cancel any

remote settings previously made and restore
factory settinas.

Selector switch Com2 is not set correctlv. Check and correct Com2 settinQs.
The door doesn't open and doesn't No power. Check that electrical panel is powered (POWER
close. ALARM LED must be steadily on).

Accessories in short circuit. Disconnect all accessories from terminals 0-1
(24 v= must be present) and reconnect them
Inne ., • time

line fuse blown. Replace fuse on transformer.
STOP contact is open. Check terminals 9 on electrical panel and position

of function selector (if oresent).
The door is locked bv bolts and locks. Check that winos move freely.

The door opens but doesn't close, Safety contacts are opens (Led SA tight on). Check terminal 8 on electrical oanel.
Ched< iumoer at Dir en oren E.B.

Photocells are on (led SA light on). Check that photocells are clean and work
correctlv.

Radars are on. Check that the radar is not subject to vibration.
does not perform false detections, or presence
of moving bodies in its field of action.

Automatic close not working. Check jumper 1-2 and position of function
selector (if oresent).

External safeties don't trip. Wrong connections between photocells and Connect N.C. safety contacts in series and
electrical oanel. remove any jumpers.

The door opens by itself. Radars unstable or detect bodies in motion. Check that the radar is not subject to vibration,
does not perform false detections, or presence
of moving bodies in its field of action.

The door opens/closes a short Encoder broken rpOWERALARM LED flashes\. Reclace encoder.
distance and then stops, Mc<or••••• i1verted AlARM LED1Iashes\ Check motor wires.

Friction present. Manually check that the wings move freely and
adjust wing height by lifting it.

9. MAINTENANCE PROGRAM (each 6 month)

Power off 230 V- and batteries:
Clean and lubricate the moving components (especially the inside edges of the guide along which thecarriages run).
Check the tension of the belt.
Clean sensors and photocells.
Check for the stability of the automatism and check that all the screws are tightened all the way.
Check that the wings are correctly aligned. that stops are property positioned and that the lock has been correctly fitted.

Power on 230 V- and batteries:
Check that the lock/release system is working property.
Check for the stability of the door and that the movement is steady, without friction.
Check the operation of all command functions.
Check the functioning of the photocells.
Check that the forces generated by the door comply with legal requirements.

ATTENTION: For spare parts, see the spares price list
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